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Cyber Assessments, Consulting, and
Monitoring for Mid-Size Business

HOW CYBER VULNERABLE IS YOUR BUSINESS?
Data capital is the new oil. Whilst human talent is at the heart of a business, data is the propellant upon which leaders and
employees depend on to make a difference.
Organisations regularly invest in cyber defence solutions to protect data, block malware, and safeguard their data capital. Yet,
most businesses are still vulnerable as evidenced by the increase of cyber-attacks and breaches regularly announced. Even
more are not reported. Don’t let this be your business.

CYBERFENDERS HELPS YOU PROACTIVELY DISCOVER VULNERABILITIES
We make the effort to understand your business, and we are equipped with the tools to uncover what you may not know. Since
2003, our business has been trusted by customers and other Technology Service Providers.
Today, we have refined our experiences to add value in the cybersecurity areas often overlooked, or less understood. Our areas
of expertise:
• A Tactical Assessment and Feedback Report. Are you managing cybersecurity in the most beneficial way? We give you the
high-level insights for your business and a benchmark comparison, which only requires 2 hours of your time.
• Simulation Testing. Gain a complete understanding of the cyber-security posture and threat preparedness of your network
infrastructure. We test your security assumptions, identify security gaps, and obtain actionable insights. The result is a
comprehensive validation of your organization’s current security situation, which includes technical and executive-summary
reports that are pragmatic and easy to understand.
• Consulting & Monitoring. We help you adjust your Cybersecurity Strategy to align with existing or new investments, as well as
address your user preparedness. As cybersecurity and data access reliability are interdependent, our services also include
effective application monitoring to quickly detect application, service, or process problems so you can eliminate unwanted
downtime. There is no capital investment required for our monitoring service.

WHY US
Cybersecurity means we enjoy solving puzzles to best defend the castle, value the challenge of continuous learning,
and always retain a sense of winning when digital operations remain uncompromised.
Talk to us about your cyber defence, risk mitigation, and business continuity. For more information on what we do,
visit us at www.cyberfenders.com
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